
I live each day with
mindfulness and gratitude

My thoughts plans and
ideas are leading me to

optimal health

I am making positive choices
in the foods that I eat

I am grateful for each and
everyday



I trust myself and know that
wisdom lies inside me.

I nourish my body with
healthy foods.

I am worthy of a healthy,
radiant body.

Planning and preparing
meals come easy to me.



I choose positive
relationships and avoid

those people who bring me
down.

I attract abundance into my
life in all areas – health,

prosperity and joy.

I am proud of my successes
and excited for what the

future holds.

My body is my palace and I
will treat it royally.



I am inspired by the people
and things around me.

I am powerful, confident and
capable of achieving all that

I desire.

My heart and body are open
to receiving health and

abundance.

I am evolving, ever changing
to become the best version

of me.



My mind has limitless power
and ability to create and

manifest.
 

I trust my instincts and
follow the guidance within

me.

I give my body the rest and
rejuvenation it deserves.

 

I choose not to dwell on the
past, but focus on how to

make the future better and
brighter.



I drink at least ½ of my body
weight (in ounces) of clean,

refreshing water.

I choose foods that are high
in nutrients and avoid

processed foods.

My mind and body
understand the need to let

go of negative,
perseverating thoughts.

I respect and honor the
amount of sleep that my

body needs to feel rested.



I am 110% committed to my
goals for optimal health and

wellness.

I am aging gracefully. I honor the wisdom that my
years of life have given me.

 

My heart in open to new
beginnings and ready to
receive bigger blessings.



I release doubt and fear
from my life.

I am unique and honor my
individual traits. I take inspired action to

reach my goals.

I surround myself with
opportunities for continued

growth and abundance.



I focus of what is essential
for my health.

I take responsibility for the
choices that I make.

I deserve prosperity in my
life – living the healthiest

and happiest life that I can.

I welcome challenges in my
life knowing that they will
create opportunities for

future health and wellness.



Every day I am becoming a
better person in helping the

world become a more
peaceful place.

I am generous with my
abundance, helping others

benefit from my gifts.

Today I model optimal
health and wellness – I am

AMAZING OVER 40!

I respect my body and am
mindful of what I put in, on

and around my body.



My thoughts create my
reality and lead me to

optimal health.


